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Abstract

Healthcare managers face an incredible challenge today; understanding and implementing financially and economically sound decisions in the complex healthcare environment of the United States. The pressure to be profitable managers is greater than ever. Considering current research, past studies, and articles focused on the demands of healthcare managers will illuminate the state of health care administration, and the importance of the real world application of accounting and economics in healthcare.

This thesis will explore and examine research about industry standards, and the need for preparedness in healthcare finance management. It will also examine the important and complex role of accounting and economics in healthcare administration by answering the three following questions: What do administrators, according to studies and literature available, believe is essential to becoming and remaining effective managers? What financial and economic concepts are understood and implemented by healthcare managers? What changes, if any, are necessary to adequately train and educate future healthcare administrators for successful financial management? The answers to these questions will highlight the impact of the economic, political, and social changes on administrators, as well as the best ways to succeed despite the difficulties often faced by those in this field.
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Introduction

No one can argue against the fact that the primary role of the administrator or director in the healthcare industry is to manage the assets of the facility under their care. Central to their role as managers and leaders is the understanding and application of economic and financial principles that govern all forms of business. Though healthcare professionals, they are charged with managing the business conducted in their facility; so it is the expectation of these managers’ employers that they remain profitable and efficient, and in the healthcare industry this proves to be extremely difficult. This is particularly true in long term care administration. With the increasingly transparent nature of healthcare and the demand for more quality care at less cost, it is also in the interest of administrators to provide services at their facility that are cheaper, safe, and of good quality. The inability of an administrator to balance and maintain all of these responsibilities would inevitably lead to the failure of the healthcare facility, damage its reputation, damage the reputation and employability of the manager themselves, possibly even sinking their career, and worst of all, from the employers point of view, a financial loss. As the managers of their respective facilities and operations, skillful management of their company’s assets is of top priority.

Yes, as any business manager, including those in healthcare understands - that no matter the structure or goals of the facility, what matters at the end of the day is the bottom line. Yet, not only are administrators expected to competently handle their fiscal responsibilities by the skillful application of financial and economic concepts and principles, but balancing these with other competencies that allow their property to thrive in every respect. This would be a primary
goal of healthcare managers that are determined to be profit-bearing administrators. We must consider what barriers exist that hinder the practical application of accounting, finance, and economics in the context of healthcare management, and what research indicates is necessary for these managers to acquire and maintain this core competency and associated skills for financial management.

The goal of this thesis is to capture new knowledge in the form of a comparative analysis of findings that support or reject the current status quo of financial management and its practical application in the healthcare context. By considering available literature and reviewing research on this subject, we will ascertain the role financial management plays in the everyday decision-making of healthcare managers. The current views of industry professionals, as we hope these studies reveal, will establish what financial concepts are relevant, even necessary for success.
An Issue in Healthcare Management: Poor Financial Management

A knowledgeable administrator strategically fulfills their main duty, protecting revenue by managing occupancy, spending, and risk, while identifying, and managing other important factors for success like staff development, quality, ethics, and patient and staff satisfaction. Unfortunately this is not always accomplished. One study that considered what knowledge and skills are required in health care made a very sobering observation, “in a majority of institutions, a low number of health managers consider that they are adequately prepared through their formal education for the career of a competent health manager (Slipicevic 2012).

According to the American College of Healthcare Executives, “Without the benefit of being fully informed, students often enter programs that do not adequately prepare them for the challenges ahead. As a result, new health administration graduates are having difficulty finding positions or postgraduate fellowships that will contribute to their skill enhancement to help them succeed as future leaders” (ACHE 2014). This is the current reality of healthcare management; it is universal, and it has led to administrative turnover, an increase in deficiencies in long term care facilities, and impacts the level of quality care provided. This stems from a very basic problem seen across the business sector, the lack of economic and financial literacy.

There is general agreement that there is a lack of financial literacy, even among the educated. One article, Financial Literacy Education in the United States: Library Programming versus Popular Personal Finance Literature, noted that, “… among young Americans with a college education only 49 percent can answer a handful of very basic financial literacy questions correctly” (Faulkner 2016). This is, of course, an alarming development, especially for those
who may become healthcare managers, and will inevitably need to know and use, perhaps
extensively, financial concepts, and at the very least, basic accounting principles in their line of
work. With the presence of new healthcare laws, a shaky economy, and the recent change in the
federal administration, financial restraints are being felt by the industry which has been described
with these factors in mind “as go federal reimbursement rates, so goes the financial viability of
healthcare providers, whether hospitals, nursing homes or medical practices.”(Hirschfield 2014)

Management Turnover

In considering a number of articles, it is readily apparent that poor financial management
is a serious problem in healthcare today. Why has this occurred, and with what results? Research
indicates that the causes of turnover in healthcare management are often cumulative. As a result
of a heavy workload, difficulty in prioritizing and meeting company goals, and ensuring that
sufficient attention has been given to financial obligations and reports, while balancing other,
often disruptive, responsibilities and challenges (leading staff, managing other commitments,
etc.), healthcare managers have suffered burnout. This has been seen across the healthcare
industry. In long-term care, in particular, this has been especially evident. In considering one
example, in nursing homes, “approximately 40% of Nursing Home Administrators leave their
jobs each year”, and “the average tenure for Nursing Home Administrators… falls just short of 3
years where turnover is particularly high” (ESS 2011).

Although the reasons for this high turnover were not identified in the article, one factor
that is rarely explored is poor financial management, and more specifically, the role financial,
economical literacy, and comprehension plays in the decisions of the manager, and the
consequences of its absence. After “conducting over 130,000 exit interviews with some of the largest and most successful companies and healthcare providers in America”, HSD Metrics listed training (due to its absence or poor quality, no doubt) as one of “13 controllable turnover causes”; and that “for healthcare… 80% of turnover is caused by employer influenced causes” (Dwyer 2012). Likely, training necessary for financial literacy and application were not provided to managers, whom may have minimal experience in budgeting and planning, and thus do not expect to use economics or financial concepts for analysis, reporting, and in gauging and improving profitability and quality.

Financial Waste

Productive and allocative inefficiencies are another product of poor financial management. Operational waste, that is, “the inefficient and unnecessary use of resources in the production and delivery of such services” (Bentley), is indeed a strong indicator of an increased lack of core competences, namely the practical application of economics in management. The poor use of resources poses a real danger to a manager’s financial reserves, which can be exhausted as a result of careless spending practices, or the inability to identify these inefficiencies in financial reports. Understanding the amount and allocation of resources needed, and measuring decisions against perceived and established risks protects the facility from dangers that arise in indecision, and understating the implications of oversight. As an example, it was found that “insurance and medical uncertainties muffle price competition and, in our litigious climate, promote overscreening and overtreatment” (Bentley 2008).
Though clearly a product of poor financial management, the accumulation of industry and commercial constraints adds to the difficulty of curbing these inefficiencies to increase the value of services, lowering the costs, and increasing the quality of care. Improving costs and quality also requires a change in the current culture of long-term care from a commercially driven industry to one utilizing evidence-based practice.

Currently, little evidence exists that shows a clear connection between the elimination of waste and able financial management. “Because data on these process improvements are limited and often proprietary, and because of the continuously evolving nature of such changes, it is not clear how improvements in operational processes will affect… overall financial viability” (Bentley 2008). Still, is it worth the time and energy to limit waste in long-term care management? Yes. By skillful use of the budgeted funds, greater accounting of expenditures, liabilities, and by tracking the patterns that emerge from these and other factors, future problems can be avoided. It has been found that “wasteful spending has many undesirable consequences that could be alleviated through waste reduction” (Bentley 2008).

Decreased Quality

The battlefield has been long drawn over the issue of quality improvement in healthcare. Its relation to the financial infrastructure and management in healthcare has been established. Poor financial management leads to decreased quality. As we discussed before, turnover in health care has many causes. One reason is “unreasonable work demands”, which may occur as a result of long-term care companies maintaining minimal staffing in their facilities (Dwyer 2012). This impacts quality. In the Harrington, et al. study, a comparison of profit and non-profit long-
term care companies was performed. This study highlighted the relationship between one specific result of poor policy and financial management (inadequate staffing) and decreased quality when it stated that, “the correlation between staffing levels and quality is well documented in the literature. With lower-than-expected RN and total staffing levels, it was not surprising’, the ‘quality-of-care problems compared to nonprofit nursing homes, as reflected in its high numbers of deficiencies and citations and its multiple lawsuits. Its deficiencies and complaints, while similar to other for-profit chains, were higher than nonprofit facilities” (Harrington 2016). This is the sad reality and current state of quality care in nursing homes, and with the interrelated factors considered thus far, would affect, and be a result of, poor financial management, and the eventuality that comes with decreased standards of care.

Yes, “the level of care quality at LTC facilities can be predicted by turnover, and that administrative turnover is also more predictive of care quality than structural characteristics, such as facility size and location” (Geletta 2013). This neglect has been aggravated by industry apathy and indifference in the preparation and training of managers to succeed in their positions.

Other Factors Contributing to Failure in Finance Management

**Industry Apathy**

From the very beginning it is easy to see that understanding financial management skills is of low priority in the industry, as studies that have been conducted to assess their knowledge and use have found. Interestingly, a number of studies have been conducted to understand financial literacy in older adults, and in clinical professionals like nursing, pharmacists, etc. (James 2012). However, few consider the perception of healthcare managers in long-term care,
to determine what they view is required and helpful in carrying out their fiscal duties. It must also be noted that I found few qualitative studies that identify the gaps in healthcare management knowledge, especially in regard to finance and economics. Considered analytical skills, finance as a functional discipline, was included in this group that has been “ranked as the minimum required skills” (Slipicevic 2012).

Further compounding this indifference shown by the healthcare industry is the lack of sound policies, standards, and support required to equip managers with tools and personnel necessary to carry out their jobs and responsibilities well. Their plight could be likened to a person charged with delivering an old car, barely held together, in very poor condition, to a distant location, without tools, fluids, or any practical assistance, and expecting the driver to deliver the vehicle without difficulty, complications or problems. As discussed previously, inadequate staffing is an example of this form of neglect, as it is an infrastructure systems issue that cannot be corrected by individual managers. Unfortunately, as is common in the industry, many “chains and for-profits [nursing homes], had low equity in its facilities (compared to nonprofits)” (Harrington 2016). However awareness about these business models can help future administrators keep clear of organizations, as one study found, that may find a terrible end in “financial instability and… bankruptcy” accompanied with questionable clinical, ethical, and legal liabilities (Harrington 2016). Limited oversight in some aspects of long-term care has given rise to low quality, unsustainable, and ultimately unsuccessful business models. As the study makes very clear, “currently, there are no federal or state minimum equity requirements for nursing homes or their management companies to ensure that companies have adequate financial resources to protect residents” (Harrington 2016).
Sometimes, a business manager or finance director works directly under the administrator of a facility in a long-term care organization. In some circumstances, however, there is no additional personnel provided to assist the manager with financial management duties. With the various sizes of facilities and administrative support staff, it begs the question of how much knowledge provides a reliable base for the skills needed in this setting, and if this is determined by the size of the facility and staffing needs? It is difficult to determine the exact extent to which the manager would need to employ finance management knowledge and skills or if analyzing this type of data is unnecessary. It remains to be seen, studies that can quantify the relevance, scope, and scale of financial data management knowledge and use. Whatever the state or size of the facility, no manager can succeed or go the distance without a successful business model, tools, and adequate personnel and other resources. Yet, understanding how to use financial information to maximize profitability and limit risks and liabilities are fundamental to success.

Underlying the crisis of poor financial management is apathy and the lack of support systems in place to aid healthcare managers. How is this evident in research? When searching for studies that highlight resources or tools managers are directed to use, references for managers searching for information, direction, or assistance, or policies in place to help managers that struggle, little was discovered.
Needed in Healthcare Management: Financial Management Improvement

This thesis will now consider what research identifies as the underlying factors that contribute to the successful management of financial responsibilities of healthcare managers. Employers in healthcare are interested in what has been termed hard skills for managers in their companies, along with soft skills, as their importance cannot be underestimated. Hard skills “are the hands-on, technical, procedural skills” necessary “to perform the job effectively”, and soft skills are “the intangible social skills that an employee needs in order to facilitate communication and navigate the workplace successfully” (The Commuter 2016). Many assessments, in fact, are geared to expose these necessary skill sets. According to the Executive Search Solutions article entitled Leadership Turnover in Long Term Care, before healthcare organizations hire managers, behavioral assessment tools are used. Demonstrating its importance, the article states, “Most successful administrators tend to score highest in interpersonal and organizational sensitivity, communication skills, analysis and critical thinking, and financial awareness” (ESS 2011). The ability to analyze financial data for rational and measured decision-making is key to success in this industry. This is accomplished through financial analysis and proper application.

Finance Analysis

A thorough understanding of accounting and finance, well-applied, is an important component to any successful business venture. This is especially true in healthcare, where sound financial management of healthcare systems and facilities, large and small, is key to being organized and profitable. With the complexities of healthcare management, financial considerations must be made for all of operations and obligations. With the constant changes that
take place in the industry it is an enormous burden to analyze and use financial data. This has been a difficult undertaking during this period of dramatic change in healthcare in the United States. According to Fiondella, et. al., “the failure of accounting changes in healthcare so far stems from the lack of an integrated and balanced approach to performance management, encompassing both the economic and quality logics, and its impact on the processes of management accounting change in the field”(Fiondella 2016).

Yes, according to Hirschfield, “declining reimbursement rates, combined with the uncertainty surrounding implementation of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), have put especially severe strains on middle-market healthcare providers that face the double shock of rising healthcare costs and declining revenues”(Hirschfield 2014). With the state of healthcare being so uncertain, it is vital that proper preparedness for such fiduciary responsibilities and concerns be learned in both an academic and practical environment, as financial setbacks and/or mismanagement “can lead to a vicious cycle of cost-cutting, layoffs and downgraded credit ratings, which drive up borrowing costs and further strain liquidity (Hirschfield 2014). It is no wonder that it had been noted in one study on administrator turnover made this comment:

“It would seem reasonable to believe that newly hired administrators will first attend to essential activities needed to keep the institution viable, such as staffing, billing, and purchasing. Indeed, the behavior of top managers is often characterized as reactive, and short run agendas, often consisting solely of financial objectives, consume the majority of the top manager's time (Kotter 1982).… Because administrators, on joining a facility, probably need to become accustomed to the basic practices of the new facility, they are especially likely to attend to staffing, billing, and purchasing prior to planning and coordinating resident care” (Castle 2001)
Some training should be tailored, like speed reading courses, to improve reading without taking an extended English, grammar, literature, or reading course. Analysis could perhaps be improved, not by sending the manager to an accounting, finance, economics, or mathematics course, but by providing a thorough explanation of financial duties (by someone who truly understands them) and the tools provided, with a network of supportive systems that aid the administrator in data interpretation, information sharing forums, and training sessions that highlight common problems and solutions.

**Budget**

Critical to the success of sound financial management is the thorough consideration of capital costs, and the cost of operating a facility (Van Horssen 2010). This makes budgetary concerns very important in the analysis of quantitative data provided through the effective use of skills to discern the direction the facility and its staff must take. This must be the first step in creating plans, and executing them. It has been seen, especially in the consideration of healthcare systems, like hospitals, that targeting the financial metrics require the accurate interpretation of these indicators of financial performance, including “operating margin, days cash on hand, debt-to-capitalization… to set appropriate debt ratings” (Kaufman 2008). From beginning to end, attention to the details of financial management in long-term care cannot be stressed enough. According to other sources this could be even simpler in nature; “…it’s the small details, such as a lost invoice or late vendor payment that can make or break an operation—and can ruin crucial business partnerships along the way” (Thompson 2015). If these concepts are not understood or even used to gauge financial performance, how can administrators bear profits consistently and competently? This is a necessary analytical skill that allows for an accurate picture of the
facilities financial state, so that the true value of the financial assets or any given organization is creating revenue, or profit, while limiting the increase of expenses and rising costs (Kaufman 2008). Emphasis on patient care, and a rising standard of quality in long-term care will only be accomplished with due consideration of “financial performance, as reflected in balance sheet and income and cash flow statements (Kaufman 2008).

Since budget control, maintaining high occupancy, and limiting financial risk are priorities, as evident in any of the job descriptions for healthcare managers, what guides (or should guide) administrators to make decisions? How involved in the details of finance management systems are really required to render the best results, and paints an accurate and vivid picture of the state of the facility they manage? No research has yet provided an answer.

Though it is acknowledged in literature that higher cost efficiency in chain-affiliated long-term care facilities “centralize and standardize administrative services such as accounting for financial reporting purposes as well as operating processes”, much is dependent on the financial savviness of the healthcare manager to see and identify potential problems, from a strictly financial and economical point of view (Martin 2016).

A thorough analysis of financial statements, budgetary projections and restrictions are vital to improving financial outcomes in healthcare. Identifying the many causes of increased expenditures and profit loss, in light of financial data provided, will aid managers in setting realistic financial goals and in effective cost management.
Cash Flow Protection

The claims reimbursement process is central to the flow of cash and revenue in long-term care facilities. The ‘fill the beds and the money will come’ approach is not necessarily true. This is especially so if the medical risks for the patient are great, their condition is unpredictable and precarious, costly, and has left the facility liable for damages. Whether these risks and liabilities arise from dissatisfaction, litigious persons, or from unfounded suspicions and accusations of medical error, it can derail cash flow.

The methods and timeliness of payments are another concern. Bundled payments, changing Medicare and Medicaid policy, data and submission issues, decreased reimbursement rates, unforeseen insurance complications and unanticipated coverage requirements too can have a squeezing effect on monthly revenue and the cycle of cash flow. Yet, unbroken sources of cash flow, and the daily tracking of payments and debts must be kept by managers for them to be considered by their superior’s able managers of financial resources. Finding out that certain procedures or services believed to be covered by the government or the patients, for example, could be cataclysmic to the administrator who has been trained through ‘trial by fire’ and has not prepared for, or anticipated this type of problem.

“When a patient first contacts… a healthcare provider to make an appointment, the claims reimbursement process begins. This is the stage when patient data – including insurance information, provider eligibility, and diagnosis codes – is gathered and stored. But collecting accurate and timely information is not always easy. A beneficiary’s claim becomes eligible for payment only after the unfolding of a fairly convoluted process” (DiChiara 2016). Delays may also cause other related difficulties aside from meeting budgetary goals and quotas. Payroll,
equipment maintenance, organizational and governmental standards could be compromised or
neglected. If overlooked, financial stability could be at stake, as “the business of accounts
payable creates an environment that can breed error and lost revenue. Something LTC
communities can’t afford to risk” (Thompson 2015).

**Resource Management**

Resource management is another important factor to be considered during financial
analysis. Staffing considerations, asset acquisition, maintenance, and useful life of equipment,
and the ability to quantify benefits and risk are key in successful financial management. The
assets are theoretically and conceptually positive, often tangible items that contribute to the
quality of care in any given healthcare facility. Careful analysis of the budget, revenue cycles,
and the history of utilization would reveal another possible pitfall for unsuspecting managers that
are completely unaware, uninformed, untrained, or casually give financial spreadsheets a passing
glance, and that is how assets could become liabilities. Overextending expenditures by
investment in fixed assets, for example, has been linked to the restriction of flexibility in
strategic goals and funds, while not creating enough benefit to “improve clinical efficiency” and
pertinent initiatives (Van Horrsen 2010).

Staffing is another major factor in managing resources. It is often an infrastructure
systems issue that cannot be corrected by individual managers, however awareness about these
business models can help future administrators keep clear of organizations, as one study found,
that end in “financial instability and… bankruptcy” accompanied with questionable clinical,
ethical, and legal liabilities (Harrington 2016).
Likely, future administrators will face increased pressure to be efficient and ethical despite the fact that government and healthcare institutions do not impose initiatives that can contribute to better financial performance and care. “Without greater accountability requirements, administrative costs and profit taking may continue to be high and may have negative consequences for the quality of care provided” (Harrington 2016) This negatively impacts human resources (staffing, morale, training, pay, etc.), and strains material resources. This highlights, yet again, the importance of understanding financial requirements, laws, and regulations to avoid crisis management, which includes the hectic, reactive nature of developments that could consume much time, energy, money, and other resources to incorporate serious, thoughtful, and comprehensive analysis of financial information for effective management of resources.

It is advantageous for students and managers who wish to understand healthcare administration, budgeting, cash flow, and resource management, to not only learn about financial concepts but how to retain them for future use and development. “Financial literacy requires both knowledge and skills. These two components complement one another, resulting in a framework for the evaluation and management of financial resources.”(Hagler 2016)

Future Financial and Economic Application

Future healthcare managers must be diligent, ethical, and competent, especially in financial matters. The ability to scrutinize, reconcile, and handle ethical dilemmas are a must. Managers of healthcare facilities are primarily accountable for the actions that occur in or with that facility. They have an ethical duty to ensure that financial records, statements, and payments
are warranted and accurate. With unethical, illegal, and with actions of incompetence on the rise, it will be expected that managers fully understand their responsibilities and measure their actions and decisions carefully. “In recent years, the Office of Inspector General has identified a number of problems with billing by skilled nursing facilities (SNF), including the submission of inaccurate, medically unnecessary, and fraudulent claims” (DHHS 2012)

Uniform financial systems are important, but they must be utilized properly for maximum benefit for all stakeholders. This requires training, not only to understand what is being used, but how to use it. This would provide an additional link to the chain of tools and skills needed for effective management of the facilities resources. This also would, as a result, create a burnout prevention strategy. “As technology changes, you need to retrain and upgrade your managers… Top management needs to retrain, refresh, and reinvigorate these managers as quickly as possible by getting them to seminars, workshops, and other activities away from the organization” (Levinson 1996).

A missing component of qualitative research is the view of front-line managers. Few studies explore how “expenses, fiscal margin, and asset and liability management all affect healthcare outcome quality. There is less evidence about how organizational finance factors affect structural or process quality, and there is no information about how structural or process quality mediates between finances and outcomes” (Beauvais 2006) Yes, no information or studies could be found that establishes a link between financial performance analysis and quality metrics in long-term care management. As we have considered, some articles and publications have been prepared that discuss, from a theoretical or academic perspective, the topic of accounting and economics in financial management. Yet little has been written or studied that seeks to understand how decisions are made, how managers prioritize responsibilities, and how these relate to the core competency of financial literacy and comprehension. New articles written for present and future administrators must keep in mind that reliance on past studies may not provide an accurate view of the job requirements and qualifications. “The last decade or two has brought a great deal of change to the nursing facility industry, and therefore to the role of the administrator, says NAB Executive Director Randy Lindner” (LaPorte 2008) Questions that must be in answered in future empirical research include: How are decisions made by front line managers? What has proven to be an effective approach to financial management, and coordinating or solving problems that inevitably arise?
Observational studies that highlight factors for success are desperately needed to further our understanding of this dilemma and provide solutions. Perhaps increased use of common scenarios healthcare professionals face in healthcare management should be included in their education and training. Increased familiarity with typical systems used by healthcare managers for organization, analysis, and that perform other essential and routine tasks necessary for healthcare facilities would be useful in preparing administrators for skillful management of finance and economics. Whatever the strategy, more must be done to close the immense gap that exists between conceptual knowledge and the application of skills. Also, if the industry recognizes the silent crisis, the lack of information-sharing, companies and the managers they employ can feel free to share concerns, questions, and ideas that can pinpoint the reasons for success or failure. An effort must be made to understand the views of administrators new and experienced, current and former managers from across the United States and abroad. These students and managers, whose “frustration and disappointment are often expressed through social media” should express their concerns and suggestions to, and through, the academic community to improve the experience of current and future health care managers (ACHE 2014). Citing other sources, Slipicevic concludes, “Although there is low consensus on the set of basic competences and skills required of health managers, nobody questions the necessity of additional academic improvement and professional development for a competent performance of managerial functions in an extremely complex and dynamic environment such as health care (Slipicevic 2012).

Yes, though there exists “a myriad of techniques essential to becoming an effective healthcare manager”, many of these must be made explicit for instructional value, especially
those that are deemed necessary for maintaining the financial viability of the organization (Lombardi 2014). It has been noted that “nursing home administrators… have significant influence over the facility budget and can control the distribution of monies for care and services” (Castle 2001) If this is true, a healthcare manager must be have a firm foundation in healthcare policy, law, and fundamentally, economics and finance to implement sound decisions. Once it is understood by individual administrators how financial management relates to other problems commonly faced in healthcare like turnover, burnout, patient satisfaction ratings, quality metrics, business retention, etc., common problems faced in managed and long-term care organizations can be resolved.

Thesis Limitations

This literature review of healthcare studies and articles about finance management contains a number of limitations. Much time went into collecting reputable sources to be included in this paper. Very few articles exist, including qualitative and quantitative studies focused on economics and finance management and its real-world application as determined by the gathering of experiences, views, suggestions, and ideas from current and former healthcare managers, directors, and administrators. Secondly, many healthcare articles are written with the hospital management system in mind, while current articles, and empirical studies on long-term care management, budget, revenue, expenditure, profit-margins, and asset analysis are few in number, or practically non-existent. Some of the studies included focused on one company or facility with little to no comparison to other similar organizations, and some articles were written in or about distant places, many of them outside of the United States, which may affect its applicability and accuracy nationally, regionally, and locally.
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